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ABSTRACT

Sparse representations of images have revoked remarkable in-
terest recently. The assumption that natural images admit a
sparse decomposition over a redundant dictionary leads to ef-
ficient algorithm for image processing. In particular, the K-
SVD method has been recently proposed and shown to per-
form very well for gray-scale and color image denoising task
([1],[2]). Meanwhile, theTV − l∞ model with special choice
of dictionary has been proved to be very effective for image
restoration([3],[4]). In this paper, we propose a hybrid model
which combines these two methods and may be regarded as
a post-processing procedure for K-SVD. Due to the excellent
work of K-SVD and the fact thatTV −l∞ can reconstruct lost
information quickly, this hybrid model lead to a new state-of-
art denoising performance.

Index Terms— Sparse representation, total variation, im-
age denoising , dictionary, K-SVD, post-processing

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we consider the classic image denoising prob-
lem: an ideal imagex is observed in the presence of an addi-
tive zero-mean Gaussian white noise of standard deviationσ.
Thus the observed imagey is:

y = x + b. (1)

Our task is to design an algorithm to remove the noise
from y, getting as close as possible to the original imagex
and in the mean time, getting a better visual quality if that is
possible.

Recently, Michael Elad and Michal Aharon proposed an
image denoising method via sparse and redundant representa-
tions over learned dictionaries([1]). This leads to state-of-the
art denoising performance. The importance of this method
is that it can recover most of the information in the noisy im-
age while there is very little wash-out effect(especially for the
face region of image Barbara). That’s to say, it is able to avoid
the shortcoming of most total variation (TV ) based denoising
method.

The little drawback of this approach is that it has some
so called ”checkboard” effect and it sometimes still lost some
texture information. It is well known that total variation model
can avoid the checkboard effect and TV-Gabor([3]) has proved
to be very effective for texture restoration. So in this paper, we
try to incorporate total variation concept into K-SVD model.
This will lead to a new state-of-art denosing performance.

1.1. K-SVD Denoising Algorithm

In this section, we will briefly review the main mathemati-
cal framework of the approach of Elad([1]), as this is one of
starting point of our work. First let the clean imagex be writ-
ten as a column vector of lengthN . Given fixed-size pathes√

n × √
n, we assume that all such patches in the clean im-

agex admit a sparse representation. Addressing the denoising
problem as a sparse decomposition technique for each patch
leads to the following energy minimization problem:

{α̂i,j , D̂, x̂} = arg min
D,αij ,x

λ‖x − y‖2
2 +

∑

i,j

µi,j‖αi,j‖0

+
∑

i,j

‖Dαi,j − Ri,jx‖2
2. (2)

In this equation,̂x is the estimator ofx, and the dictio-
naryD̂ ∈ R

n×K is an estimator of the best dictionary which
gives the sparsest representation of the patches in the restora-
tion image. The indices[i, j] mark the position of the patch in
the image(representing it’s top-left corner). The binary matrix
Ri,j of n × N extracts the square

√
n ×√

n patch of coordi-
nates[i, j] from the image represented by a column vector of
sizeN . µi,j is hidden parameter which is decided implicitly
by the method of solving the above equation.

The first term of the above equation demands a proximity
betweenx̂ andy. The second and the third term both pose
the image prior. This regularization term assumes that good-
behaved natural images are to have a sparse representation for
every patch, and from every position in the image, over the
learned dictionaryD̂. The second term ensures the sparsest
representation, and the third term forces the consistency of
the decomposition.



1.2. TV − l∞ Algorithm for Denoising

Our second starting point is the works of ([3]). They investi-
gate the solution provided by the following model:

{

minimizeTV (x)
under the constraint‖x − y‖D0,∞ ≤ τ

(3)

where‖.‖D0,∞ is defined by

‖x‖D0,∞ = sup
ψ∈D0

| 〈x, ψ〉 |,

for a finite dictionaryD0 ⊂ R
N and the choice ofτ depends

on the noise levelσ. For an explicitly definition of discrete de-
finition of TV of imagex, please see [3] and references cited
therein. Typical choice ofD0 is but not limited to wavelet ba-
sis, wavelet packets, translate-invariant Gabor dictionary or
translate of small special patches. Using the idea of penaliza-
tion, (3) is solved by minimizing the unconstrained energy

x̂ = arg min
x

TV (x) + γ
∑

ψ∈D0

ϕτ (〈x − y, ψ〉), (4)

with
ϕτ (t) = (sup(|t| − τ, 0))2,

and for a large numberγ. This model assumes the original
imagex has small total variation and forces the residualx−y
to be smaller thanτ in every special directionψ ∈ D0. This
leads to an efficient restoration method which preserves edges
and texture very well and has little checkboard effect.

Now before presentation of our new hybrid model, let’s
do some comparisons for these two models. Comparing to
TV − l∞ model, K-SVD model gives higherPSNR and
has very few washout effect, especially for the face region of
Barbara; comparing to K-SVD model,TV − l∞ model has
more chance of avoiding the checkboard effect. Both methods
can recover most part of the texture and sometime they can be
regarded as complementary. And Do NOT forget that both
methods use energy-minimization idea. So why not combine
these two?!

This will lead to our new approach.
Meanwhile, we should point out that incorporateTV into

sparse representation is not a totally new idea. In fact, the
authors of [5] have considered similar model together with
special choosing dictionaries which leads to an efficient im-
age decomposition method.

2. TV-SPARSEST HYBRID MODEL

From the above discussion, we now propose our new approach.
In order to solve the denoising task, we try to use the follow-
ing new energy minimization problem:

{α̂i,j , D̂, x̂} = arg min
D,αij ,x

λ‖x − y‖2
2 +

∑

i,j

µi,j‖αi,j‖0+

∑

i,j

‖Dαi,j − Ri,jx‖2
2 + βTV (x) + γ

∑

ψ∈D0

ϕτ (〈x − y, ψ〉).

(5)
Now in the new Eq.5, the first three terms are just the same

as the Eq.2 and the last two are from Eq.3. The termTV (x)
forces the estimator imagêx to be total variation limited and
∑

ψ∈D0
ϕτ (〈x − y, ψ〉) makes the energy of residualx̂ − y

on the special interesting direction no higher thanτ . With all
these constraints, better result is expected.

3. NUMERICAL ASPECTS

To approximate a solution for Eq.5, we first use the K-SVD
procedure of ([1]) to minimize (2) and later we use another
TV iteration to minimize the last two terms. Basically, this
algorithm can also be regarded as initialization with K-SVD
result and thenTV -iterations as post-processing procedure.
We present the details in Table 1.

In the above denoising procedure, follow with ([1]), we
assume thatσ is known and then we setJ = 10, λ = 30/σ,
C = 1.15 (another choice is0.93 which is based on Rayleigh
law, see ([2])). As our algorithm only depends onγ/β,we can
fix β as1.0. Being a penalization parameter,the typical choice
of γ is between9999 and999999. τ = 3.5σ is empirically
from ([3]). We discuss a little about the choice ofk.

After K-SVD procedure, we can already get a fairly good
estimator̂x. Now if we aim to obtain an estimator̂x which is
as near as possible to the original image, i.e. we need a higher
PSNR,we can stop theTV iteration when:

• TV (x̂) reaches its top

This is not strange, when the estimator is near the original
image, the higher theTV , the higher possibility of presence
of recovered structures, then the higher thePSNR. Typical
choice isk = 2 or 3.

On the other side, if we want better visual quality (less
artifact, better texture, better structure), we can iterate more
(but not too much else this will cause wash out effect)to get
a smallerTV . But in the same time, we should note that this
will surely makePSNR a slightly lower. Our tests show that
this timek = 15 is a good choice.

4. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS

We report our experiments forσ = 20, 30 on Barbara image.
As the same in [1], we assume thatσ is already known or
could be estimated from elsewhere. We use Gabor dictionary
(Gabor II of ([3]), large size), as we think that this one can
recover better high-frequency information which has higher
possibility than low-frequency to have been lost during the
K-SVD procedure. The sum of FFT of the 145 filters in this
dictionary is shown as Fig.1.



Task: Denoise a given imagey from Gaussian noise of
standard deviationσ via solve Equation (5).
Parameters: n-block size, K-size of first dictionary,
J-number of K-SVD iterations,λ-Lagrange multiplier,
C-noise gain, β-penalization parameter forTV , γ-
penalization parameter for special direction of residual
x − y, k-number ofTV iterations.

1. Setx̂ = y, D=overcomplete DCT dictionary.

2. RepeatJ times:

• Sparse Coding Stage:
Use OMP pursuit algorithm to compute the repre-
sentation vectorsαi,j for every fixed patchRi,j x̂,
by approximating the solution of

min
αi,j

‖αi,j‖0 subject to‖Rij x̂−Dαi,j‖2
2 ≤ (Cσ)2.

• Dictionary Update Stage:
For each columnl = 1, 2, . . . , k in D, update it by

- Find the set of patches that use this atom,ωl =
{(i, j)αi,j(l) 6= 0}

- Find every index(i, j) ∈ ωl, compute its repre-
sentation error

el
i,j = Ri,j x̂i,j −

∑

m 6=l

dmαi,j(m)

- Set El as the matrix whose columns are
{el

i,j}(i,j)∈ωl

- Apply SVD decompositionEl = U△V T .
Choose the updated dictionary columnd̃l to
be the first column ofU . Update the coeffi-
cient values{αi,j(l)}i,j ∈ ωl to be entries of
V multiplied by△(1, 1).

3. Set:

x̂ = (λI +
∑

i,j

RT
i,jRi,j)

−1(λy +
∑

i,j

RT
i,jDαi,j)

4. Repeatk times:

• Calculate direction of gradient:

w = div(
∇x̂

|∇x̂| ) −
γ

β

∑

ψ∈D0

ϕ′
τ (〈x̂ − y, ψ〉)ψ

• Find the optimal step :

t = arg min
s∈R

βTV (x̂)+γ
∑

ψ∈D0

ϕτ (〈x̂ − y, ψ〉)

• Updatex̂:
x̂ = x̂ + tw.

Table 1. General form of the algorithms.σ is known. Step 1
to 4 is typical K-SVD procedure([1]) to minimize (2). This al-
gorithms can be regarded as initialization with K-SVD result
and then aTV -iteration as post-processing.

Fig. 1. Sum of Fourier transforms of the 145 filters in the
Gabor II dictionary(big size). This image is larger size version
of Bottom-Right of Fig.1 in [3].
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Fig. 2. The relationshipk−TV (x̂) andk−PSNR(x̂) where
k is theTV iteration number of Table 1. Note thatk = 0 is
result of K-SVD of Elad.
.

4.1. Noise level ofσ = 20.

Our first experiment is to denoise the Barbara image with
noise levelσ = 20, thePSNR of noisy image is22.0977.

Fig.2 shows the relationship betweenTV (x̂) andPSNR(x̂)
with the iteration numberk in the main algorithm (see step 4
of Table 1). This Fig. tells us that after about2 or 3 TV it-
eration,TV (x̂) andPSNR(x̂) reach their tops at the same
time. So if we aim to get a higherPSNR denoising result,
we should stop at the iteration whereTV (x̂) reaches its top.

For out experiment, the highestPSNR is 30.9376 of our
new approach whenk = 2, this is a slightly higher than K-
SVD of Elad (30.8113) which claimed state-of-art denoising
performance and much higher than the classical Rudin-Osher-
Fatemi method (24.6759).

Meanwhile, if we want to a better visual quality, we can
continue theTV iteration andk = 10 to15 is a typical choice.
Fig.3 displays a slice of left-bottom part of the Barbara with
k = 15 from which we clearly know our approach is more
effective.

4.2. Noise level ofσ = 30.

In our experiment, whenσ = 30 the PSNR of the slice is
18.5448. Fig.4 shows the result for the same slice as Fig.3.



Fig. 3. Denoising a128 × 128 slice of Barbara. From Left to
right and from top to bottom: Noisy image(σ = 20), PSNR
22.0896; Rudin-Osher-Fatemi, PSNR 24.2663); K-SVD of
Elad, PSNR 28.9013; Our new approach,PSNR 29.1148.

From this Fig. we obviously see that our new approach per-
forms best. Both Rudin-Osher-Fatemi method and K-SVD
of Elad fail to recover the texture of tablecloths on the desk,
while our approach still can recover most of the information.
And for the left part this slice, Rudin-Osher-Fatemi lost the
texture information and K-SVD can recover some of this in-
formation but the texture is a little disordered. But for our new
approach, this is a different story, we have recovered more in-
formation and the texture is still arranged.

Globally,for this level of noise,thePSNR of noisy im-
age and the result of Rudin-Osher-Fatemi,K-SVD,and our ap-
proach are respectively 18.5867, 24.0429, 28.5947,and 28.8376.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid model which com-
bines the sparse representation and total variation concept. In
our current methodology of solving the model, this can also
be regarded as initializationTV − l∞ model with K-SVD or
as a post-processing for K-SVD. Solving the hybrid model di-
rectly or choosingD0 adaptively to noisy image may lead to
better result and thus could be future work. Due to the leading
performance of K-SVD and the fact thatTV − l∞ with Ga-
bor dictionary procedure can reconstruct the lost information
quickly, our hybrid model attains a new state-of-art denois-
ing performance, equivalent or surpassing recently published
leading alternative methods including K-VSD itself.

Fig. 4. Denoising the same slice of Barbara as Fig.3. From
Left to right and from top to bottom: Noisy(σ = 30),
PSNR 18.5448;Rudin-Osher-Fatemi, PSNR 23.4331; K-SVD
of Elad, PSNR 26.4467;Our new approach,PSNR 27.032.
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